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1 GUI
The Titan2D Hazard Map Emulator Workflow Tool (testpegasus) GUI, shown in Fig-
ure 1, is presented to the user when the user clicks on the tool’s Launch Tool button.

Figure 1

This GUI provides the user interface for controlling and starting hazard map emula-
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tions.

This tool extends capability provided by the VHub Titan2D Mass-Flow Simulation
Tool (”Titan2D”) and produces hazard maps that display the probability of a Titan2D
flow depth reaching a critical height over a period of time.

This tool was developed based on the HUBzero Pegasus tutorial (pegtut) and presents
a Rappture interface.

The Pegasus Workflow Management System is used for automating and managing the
execution of the jobs required to run the workflow steps, including, staging the jobs,
submitting the jobs to run on DiaGrid HTCondor Cluster at Purdue compute nodes,
handling data flow dependencies and overcoming job failures.

For more information on the Titan2D hazard map emulator workflow, including more
information on the Pegasus and DiaGrid interfaces,
please see Titan2DHazardMapEmulatorWorkflowOverview.pdf,
also checked in as a Supporting Doc for this tool.

2 Input and Example
An ensemble of Titan2D executions provides sample data for this tool. A python input
file contains the parameters required for running Titan2D. (This input file comprises
input data from simulation.data, frict.data and scale.data from previous versions of Ti-
tan2D.) This input file is modified by this tool for each Titan2D ensemble execution.

Via the GUI, enter the name of the Titan2D input file into the Titan2D Input File text
box.

An example Titan2D input file, simulation.py, is provided in the tool’s example folder,
/apps/testpegasus/dev/examples, and displayed below; the tool’s example folder also
contains the GIS GRASS directory referenced by this input file.

1 sim=TitanSimulation(overwrite_output=True)
2

3 sim.setGIS(
4 gis_format=’GIS_GRASS’,
5 gis_main=’/apps/testpegasus/dev/examples/grass5’,
6 gis_sub=’Colima’,
7 gis_mapset=’ColimaR’,
8 gis_map=’ColimaR’,
9 gis_vector=’Flow1991_lin.spr’,

10 region_limits=None
11 )
12

13 sim.setScale(
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14 length_scale=20000.0,
15 gravity_scale=9.8,
16 height_scale=None
17 )
18

19 sim.setNumProp(
20 AMR=True,
21 number_of_cells_across_axis=64,
22 order=’First’
23 )
24

25 sim.setMatModel(
26 stopping_criteria=None,
27 use_gis_matmap=False,
28 model=’Coulomb’,
29 int_frict=30.0,
30 bed_frict=24.0
31 )
32

33 sim.setTimeProps(
34 max_iter=300,
35 max_time=100.0
36 )
37

38 sim.setRestartOutput(
39 dtime=50.0,
40 diter=None,
41 keep_all=False,
42 keep_redundant_data=False,
43 output_prefix=’restart’
44 )
45

46 sim.setStatProps(
47 runid=-1,
48 edge_height=1.5,
49 test_height=3.0,
50 test_location=(643000.0, 2168000.0),
51 output_prefix=’’
52 )
53

54 sim.setOutlineProps(
55 enabled=True,
56 max_linear_size=1024.0,
57 init_size=’AMR’,
58 output_prefix=’’
59 )
60

61 sim.addPile(
62 pile_type=’Paraboloid’,
63 height=50.0,
64 center=[645000.0, 2165000.0],
65 radii=[10000.0, 5000.0],
66 orientation=-45.0,
67 Vmagnitude=2.0,
68 Vdirection=-5.0
69 )
70
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71 sim=sim.run()
72

Note: Titan2D input files are created automatically in the dated run directories when
the user submits Local jobs via the Titan2D tool. For more information on running the
Titan2D tool, please see https://vhub.org/tools/titan2d. For more information on Ti-
tan2D, please see https://github.com/TITAN2D/titan2d; this web site contains a user’s
guide for creating Titan2D input files.

To run the workflow emulator using the example input file, enter /apps/testpegasus/de-
v/examples/simulation.py in the Titan2D Input File field. To change the input file, set
the Input File field to the desired Titan2D input file.

Note: This tool explicitly handles ./ and ../ relative root directories specified in the input
file’s gis main field; other relative directories are assumed to be relative to the tool’s
current session directory not the directory containing the Titan2D input file.

Although not necessary, it is recommended that you test manually created/modified
Titan2D input files before clicking the Emulate button:

On VHub, select to use the latest version of Titan2D, as of this writing enter:
$ use titan2d-v4.0.0-alpha5

Run Titan2D. For example, go to the directory containing the Titan2D input file and
enter:
$ titan -nt 1 simulation.py

A key feature of probabilistic hazard map emulation is the ability to handle uncertainty
in the Titan2D input parameters.

Via the GUI, enter bounds for the Titan2D uncertain parameters into the minvol, maxvol,
BEDMIN, BEDMAX, STARTUTMECEN, STARTUTMNCEN, and STARTRADIUS-
MAX text boxes.

To change the number of emulator ensemble samples, enter the desired number of sam-
ples in the tool’s Samples field. To change the number of re-sample points, enter the
desired number of re-sample points in the tool’s Resample Points field. Current default
values for these fields were chosen to limit the amount for disk space required for the
emulations.

3 Starting the Emulation
To start the emulation, please click the Emulate button.
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As shown is Figure 2, job submission status is displayed and updated.

Figure 2

Note: The walltime (seconds) for execution of the hazard map workflow is dependent
on the DiaGrid HTCondor cluster at Purdue’s current workload.

Two DAX files are created in the current session directory for running the workflow
jobs, titanworkflow1.dax and titanworkflow2.dax.

While Pegasus is executing a workflow, work and scratch directories are accessible
which contain Pegasus status information and interim files created by running the
workflow jobs. For example, the work directory contains the pegasus status text file
pegasusstatus.txt. An example pegasusstatus.txt file is displayed below.

1 STAT IN_STATE JOB
2 Run 11:29:41 titanworkflow-0 ( /home/vhub/renettej/testpegasus/middleware/00018174/01/work )
3 Run 21:31 |-octave_ID0000077
4 Run 21:31 |-octave_ID0000078
5 Run 24:02 |-octave_ID0000096
6 Run 21:31 |-octave_ID0000070
7 Run 13:58 |-octave_ID0000093
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8 Run 24:02 |-octave_ID0000066
9 Run 13:58 |-octave_ID0000067

10 Run 13:58 |-octave_ID0000082
11 Run 24:02 |-octave_ID0000089
12 Run 13:58 |-octave_ID0000086
13 Run 24:02 |-octave_ID0000087
14 Run 24:01 |-octave_ID0000068
15 Run 13:58 \_octave_ID0000069
16 Summary: 14 Condor jobs total (R:14)
17

18 UNREADY: 2
19 READY: 0
20 PRE: 0
21 QUEUED: 13
22 POST: 0
23 SUCCESS: 93
24 FAILURE: 0
25 %DONE: 86.1
26 Summary: 1 DAG total (Running:1)

The Pegasus work and scratch directories are accessible via the current session direc-
tory.

Errors caught by the tool, are displayed in the window under the Emulate button. If the
error not enough simplices to continue appears, increase the number of samples.

Errors caught during the execution of Titan2D or a Matlab/Octave script, are returned
in the current session directory as files with .stderr extensions. These files are prefixed
by titan or octave job numbers.

The example emulation with 24 samples, uses approximately 455 MB of disk space
storage to run. When the emulation is complete, the work and scratch directories are
deleted, freeing up disk space.

4 Results
When the workflow’s execution is complete, workflow output files are available for
viewing and downloading via a drop down list.

Available files include job analysis and statistics files as well as the probability of haz-
ard map graphic output files. These files may be transferred by activating the download
feature (click the green down arrow icon).

Figures 3 through 5 show example output results.
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5

Two .png files are output by the tool, P.png and SDP.png. P.png displays the probability
that a flow will exceed 0.2 meters in depth as a function of position, given uncertainty
in the DEM location, volume and bed friction angle input parameters. SDP.png dis-
plays the standard deviation in the estimates that the flow will exceed 0.2 meters in
depth.

In addition to the graphic files, two ASCII files are created, P.txt and SDP.txt. These
files contain information used to create the .png files in ASCII format. To transfer these
files, use the VHub’s Import/export file menu option.

Click the Clear button to enter new parameters. Output files remain in the data session
directory until the Emulate button is clicked again after new run parameters are entered.
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